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Abstract 

With the growing amount of pornography content over Internet 

and cases of Child Sex Abuse (CSA) material possession and 

distribution, there is a rising demand for automatic detection of 

such content especially in certain environments such as 

educational or work places. The contribution of this paper is 

three fold. First, we present a critical review of automatic 

pornography and CSA detection in images and videos. Second, 

we provide an empirical evaluation of five selected 

pornography detection approaches representing traditional skin 

detection based as well as more recent deep learning based 

methods. The evaluations are performed under common 

criteria using two publicly available pornographic databases. 

Finally, we assess these methods on a dataset of real-world 

CSA material provided by Spanish Police Forces. This study 

observes that for pornography or CSA detection, the methods 

involving multiple features perform better than those using 

simple features like skin color or single image descriptor. It is 

also found that deep learning based methods outperform all of 

the other methods and report current state-of-the-art. 

1 Introduction 

With the evolution of computers, affordable storage, digital 

cameras, and high-speed digital communication, the amount of 

pornographic material over the Internet is growing very 

rapidly. Nowadays, the Internet has become an essential part 

of people’s lives, including children. The uncontrolled access 

to the Internet, accessibility, the anonymity of online porn 

content and easy sharing of such material, potentially give rise 

to serious social problems. All these factors pose a significant 

challenge for preventing children to access pornographic 

material or avoid the consumption of pornographic material in 

public places or workplaces. Moreover, it also makes the 

detection of illegal pornographic content very difficult for Law 

Enforcement Agencies (LEAs). 

 The precise definition of pornography may be subjective, 

and we consider it as “any sexually explicit material with the 

aim of sexual arousal or fantasy” [1]. INTERPOL considers 

pornography as “consensual sexual acts distributed (mostly) 

legally”. Thus, for minors, rather than saying child 

pornography, LEAs prefer to denominate it as CSA. 

 Encouraged by recent development in the automatic porn 

detection domain, in this work, we present a comparative 

evaluation of various methods for detection of CSA and adult 

pornography. Most of the existing research works present the 

results of their algorithms on some private datasets using their 

own methodology to report results. Thus, an independent and 

comprehensive evaluation of different methods, under a 

standard criterion, may be useful to the research community 

and other stakeholders, like law enforcement personnel. It can 

help in choosing the suitable methods and in understanding the 

recent challenges faced in automatic porn detection. 

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as:  

i. A review of the state-of-the-art in automatic pornographic 

and CSA detection, providing an insight of current research 

trends and significant challenges. 

ii. An empirical evaluation of five approaches that represent 

to different research directions for adult porn image detection. 

To ensure easy reproducibility of the experiments, we used 

algorithms with source code publicly available. Also, we 

utilized publicly available porn databases; NPDI pornography-

800, NPDI Pornographic-2k. 

iii. An empirical evaluation of the previous methods for CSA 

detection on a dataset containing real-world, manually verified 

CSA media provided by the Spanish Police Forces for research 

purposes. This makes the work of this paper quite significant 

because CSA related datasets are not easy to obtain for study. 

 The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Some well-

known previous research works are reviewed in Section 2. 

Experiments and results are described in Section 3. Section 4 

discusses the conclusions and future work 

2 Related Work 

A vast corpus related to porn detection research is available 

and, due to space limitations, we will only discuss the relevant 

works and their different research directions. Interested readers 

may refer to [1] for more details about earlier proposals. We 

divided the reviewed methods into five categories: nudity 

detection based on skin color, based on image descriptor, based 

on the video, based on deep learning, and specifically oriented 

to CSA detection. 

2.1 Skin Detection based methods 

A large part of research efforts in porn detection is based on 

the detection of human skin. The methods in this category are 

based on the assumptions that major portion of human body is 

nude in porn images and color porn images contain a large area 



of skin colors. However, these approaches have major 

shortcomings such as i) high false positive rate in case of 

images containing body exposure under normal conditions 

such as sports like wrestling, bodybuilding, sunbathing or baby 

breastfeeding; ii) high false negative rate in case of images with 

adult content containing people with lesser body exposure; iii) 

difficult generalization in case of different kind of skin colors 

due to the appearance of people from different ethnic groups, 

as well as change in skin colors due to lighting variations. 

 Major works in this category detect skin colored blobs 

using color and/or texture to exploit nudity in porn images. 

Fleck et al. [2] proposed color and texture properties to obtain 

skin region in an image. The filtered skin region is then 

modeled using a geometric human body model obtained from 

a combination of constraints on geometric properties. Rigan 

Ap-apid [3] presented an algorithm for nudity detection which 

mainly utilizes detected skin areas. Rowley et al. [4] proposed 

a 19 features descriptor for porn image classification and 

among these, 9 features were based on color information. Zuo 

et al. [5], proposed two patch-based skin color detection 

algorithms: regular patch and irregular patch skin color 

detection. On the basis of skin detection, they extracted a 31-

dimensional feature vector from the input image, and features 

are fed into a Random Forest classifier. Basilio et al. [6] used 

YCbCr color space for skin detection, and classify the image 

as an adult image based on quantity of skin pixels in the image. 

2.2 Image Descriptor based methods 

A typical image recognition pipeline based on image 

descriptors consists of three steps: (i) feature extraction using 

some local or global image descriptor; (ii) compact mid-level 

representation, and (iii) classification stage. 

 Researchers have experimented with a variety of 

characteristics extraction methods in recent years and reported 

better accuracy compared to methods based just on skin color. 

Deselaers et al. [7] proposed a Bag-of-Visual-Words (BoW) 

representation using SIFT followed by a SVM classifier model 

to filter pornographic images. They also demonstrated that by 

combining BoW histograms with skin color histograms, the 

accuracy for porn detection can be further improved. Lopes et 

al. [8] proposed HueSIFT descriptor which uses color 

information present in the image to enhance SIFT. Avila et al. 

presented BOSSA [9] and BossaNova [11] which are based on 

some improvements in BoW representation. Steel et al. [10] 

introduced a modified version of SIFT descriptor named 

MaskSIFT, which is based on removing all non-skin pixels 

from an image followed by the application of SIFT operator. 

Yan et al. [12] proposed an approach which involves extracting 

salient regions from pornographic images to build ROI-based 

codebook algorithm to improve the performance of BoW. They 

reported performance improvement by fusing speed up robust 

features (SURF) based BoW representation with color 

moments (CM). Caetano et al. [13], evaluated various binary 

descriptors; namely BRIEF, ORB, BRISK, and FREAK, with 

BossaNova. Zhen et al. [14], compared six local feature 

algorithms including SIFT, SURF, ORB, BRISK, FRAK, and 

KAZE for pornography detection. They represented the local 

features using BoW and used SVM for classification.  

2.3 Video based methods  

A huge amount of offensive video material is available over 

the Internet, however, fewer methods have been explored for 

porn video classification. Most of the existing approaches are 

based on extracting key frames from videos and applying some 

image descriptor-based methods on them. In contrast to the 

image domain, the video also provides the opportunity of 

exploiting supplementary cues such as audio and motion that 

would provide additional information to improve the 

classification process. Such supplementary features have been 

exploited in few research works. In [15] authors proposed a 

BossaNova video descriptor (BNVD) over various binary 

descriptors and reported an improvement in accuracy. Rea et 

al. [16] investigated the use of visual motion information and 

periodicity in the audio stream for illicit content detection in 

videos. Endeshaw et al. [17] proposed a motion vector based 

method involving repetitive motion analysis for classifying 

video contents as decent or indecent. In [18], authors proposed 

a multilevel hierarchical system based on multiple features 

such as text, shape and color features, extracted in different 

temporal domains, to determine whether video content is 

objectionable. Souza et al. [19] extended the space-time 

interest point detector (STIP) to incorporate color invariance 

properties in the feature extraction procedure and basically 

proposed ColorSTIP and HueSTIP approaches. In [20], authors 

extended the work of [15] and proposed two improved 

approaches for mid-level representations namely BossaNova 

Video Descriptor (BNVD) and BoW Video Descriptor (BoW-

VD) computed from local binary descriptors. Moreira et al. 

[21] introduced a spatiotemporal interest point detector called 

Temporal Robust Features (TRoF), which is further 

represented using Fisher Vectors (i.e., a model of BoW). 

2.4 Deep learning based Methods 

Recently, deep learning has been very successful in various 

image processing tasks [22,23,32]. However, it has not been 

explored much for pornography detection. Wang et al. [24] 

proposed Strongly-supervised Deep Multiple Instance 

Learning (SDMIL) approach, in which, they model each image 

as a bag of overlapped image patches (instances) and 

performed a model trained as a Multiple Instance Learning 

(MIL) problem. Moustafa [25], presented an approach based 

on the fusion of two CNN; AlexNet [22] and GoogLeNet [23] 

with slight modifications. Perez et al. [26], presented a 

GoogLeNet CNN based method combining visual and motion 

information using optical flow and MPEG motion vectors. 

2.5 Child Sexual Abuse (CSA) Detection Methods 

In recent years, there has been a lot of focus towards automated 

detection of CSA in digital images and videos. The detection 

of CSA is more challenging than the regular pornography [27]. 

Most of the current solutions for automatic CSA detection 

employ file hashes (like MD5 sums) to match seized media 

with datasets of known CSA images, ICSE database, 

maintained by INTERPOL. However, such approaches fail in 

case of images with novel material. To tackle this problem, 

various efforts are being made. Ulges and Stahl [27], presented 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0950705115001586#b0070


an approach based on color enhanced visual word features 

(DCT descriptors) and SVM and reported an accuracy close to 

80%. Bae et al. [28], proposed skin color filter, a new set of 

facial features for improved identification of child’s faces. In 

[29], Schulze et al. presented a content-based detection of CSA 

in images and videos using a learned statistical model based on 

the fusion of multiple features including-SentiBank or audio 

information (video). Castro et al. [30] presented a tool named 

NuDetective which extracted visual features as well file names. 

3 Experimental Evaluation  

3.1 Evaluation Datasets 

For adult pornography, we used NPDI Pornography-800 [11], 

and NPDI Pornography-2k dataset [21]. Pornography-800 

dataset contains around 80 hours of 400 pornographic and 400 

non-pornographic videos. The Pornography-2k dataset 

contains around 140 hours of 1000 pornographic and 1000 

non-pornographic videos. This dataset consists of highly 

challenging videos containing both professional and amateur 

content collected from general-public purpose video websites. 

 To evaluate CSA detection, since no public dataset is 

available, we created a dataset named as RealCSA. The dataset 

was created using the material provided by the Spanish Police 

Force under an NDA agreement for research purposes it 

contains CSA images and videos from real cases. The illegal 

and legal content (as per current law) has been verified 

manually and labeled accordingly. The dataset contains a total 

of 2500 CSA images and 2500 Non-CSA images of juveniles. 

3.2 Experimental Setup 

During the evaluation on NPDI datasets, we used the standard 

training/testing benchmark proposed for the datasets. In case 

of RealCSA, all the images are used for testing. In all cases, 

the images are resized to 256x256 pixels. The testing is carried 

out on a PC with Pentium 3.0 GHz processor and 8 GB RAM.  

3.3 Approaches for Comparative Evaluation 

We implemented a total of five baseline approaches and to 

have a balance between traditional and recent techniques; we 

selected two traditional techniques based on skin color 

detection (method1, 2). Skin color has been used successfully 

in many previous works [2-6] for porn detection. Another 

traditional technique (method 3) is based on SIFT descriptor, 

which has got enormous success in porn detection 

[8,9,11,12,15]. Further, we used two recent methods based on 

deep learning, especially, Convolutional Neural Networks 

(CNNs). To have more variations among CNNs, first CNN 

approach (method 4) is a simple shallow CNN [22] while 

second CNN (method 5) is based on a very deep network [32]. 

 All of these five methods are also used to perform 

comparative analysis for a porn video and CSA detection.  

 Apart from these techniques, we also evaluated {SIFT+ 

Edge-SIFT}+BoW+SVM pipeline motivated from the work of 

Fidalgo et al. [33,34]. The approach extracts Edge-SIFT 

descriptor from the binary edge maps image patches with the 

compass operator with different values for radii parameter (σ) 

[33,34]. It is shown to work better than SIFT in some cases. 

The approach has not been used for pornography detection in 

any previous work. We evaluated it on Pornography-800 

database to verify its usefulness for pornography detection.  

 In the following section, we explain five baseline methods 

selected by us. 

Method1: Skin Detection by color: This implementation1 is 

based on [6]. It detects pornographic content in color images 

by measuring the amount of skin exposure in an image. They 

convert the images to YCbCr color space for skin detection and 

if the percentage of skin pixels in an image are higher than a 

threshold, the image is classified as an adult image. 

Method2: Nudity Detection by skin color:  Implementation2 of 

this approach is based on [3] where a skin color distribution 

model is created utilizing correlation and linear regression 

based on RGB, Normalized RGB, and HSV color spaces. 

Method3: HSVColor-SIFT: In this approach, motivated by 

the huge success of SIFT [7,8,10,11,14] and color features 

[2,3,5] for porn detection, a HSV colors histogram (256 bins) 

and SIFT features (400-dimensional feature vector) are 

extracted from the image. They are combined and classified 

using a K-Means based clustering approach. During the 

experimental analysis, we used an implementation and model 

provided by Filipp Ozinov3. 

Method4: ShallowCNN: This approach is a shallow 

architecture similar to AlexNet [22]. The network is trained on 

approximately 100K porn + 100K non-porn images. The 

network architecture contains 4 convolutional layers with 3x3 

filters. Each layer is combined with 2x2 max pooling layers 

and Relu activation. The Network contains one 1024 

dimensional fully connected layer and softmax is used as a 

classifier. The network was initialized with a pre-trained 

network3 on porn images. During evaluation on Pornography-

800 and Pornography-2k datasets, the network is also fine-

tuned on the frames extracted from videos in their training set. 

Method5: Open NSFW: This is an opensource4 approach 

developed by Yahoo [31] for not suitable/safe for work 

(NSFW) image classification. In this approach, a 50-layer deep 

residual network [32] is trained on NSFW images as positive 

and SFW (suitable for working places) images as negative. 

During experiments, the provided model is directly used 

without performing any fine-tuning. 

3.4 Porn Detection Result in Literature on Private Datasets 

Most of the approaches proposed for porn detection are 

published on some private datasets and their source codes are 

also not explicitly made available by authors, hence, it is not 

possible to reproduce the prior work directly. A summary of 

results of some famous approaches is presented in Table 1. 

These results are the best-reported accuracies directly taken 

from the respective papers. The best accuracy in Table 1 (e.g. 

98.41%) is reported by [24], which is based on deep learning. 

It can also be deduced from Table 1 that the methods which 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

1https://github.com/alcuadrado/pija 
2https://github.com/hhatto/nude.py 
3https://github.com/bakwc/PornDetector 
4https://github.com/yahoo/open_nsfw 
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fuse multiple features (e.g. [2,7]) perform better than the 

methods which only use color info (e.g. [300]). In general, 

from Table 1, we can say that deep learning based methods 

(e.g. [24]) or methods which adopt a more complex recognition 

pipeline (e.g. [3,5,6]) perform comparatively better.  

3.5 Comparative Evaluation on Pornography-800 Dataset 

In order to provide a comparative evaluation of various 

methods on this dataset, we first computed the performance of 

5 methods mentioned in Section 3.2. Similar to our 

experiments, recently, some papers [9,11,13,15,19-21,24-26] 

have reported results on this dataset following its experimental 

protocol, i.e., a 5-fold cross-validation and during each 

iteration 640 videos for training and 160 for testing. Hence, we 

have directly taken the accuracy reported in these publications 

for comparison purpose. The results are reported in Table 2. 

The state-of-the-art accuracy of 97.9% is reported by Perez et 

al. [26]. Most of the methods (e.g. [9,11,13,15,19-21]) on this 

dataset are based on image descriptor+BoW classified by a 

SVM whereas the recent are based on deep learning based 

approaches (e.g. [24-26]). The descriptor based pipeline of 

[21], with 95% accuracy, performed even better than some 

deep learning based methods (e.g. AGbNet[25], Open NSFW). 

Among the 5 methods (Section 3.2), the best accuracy is 

reported by fine-tuned ShallowCNN. In the case of method 4; 

ShallowCNN, it should be noted that when it is fine-tuned over 

frames extracted from videos in training set, despite being a 

very small network, it is able to provide a good accuracy. The 

methods 1 to 3 did not perform well compared to other methods 

what may be due to the simple methodology adopted by them. 

Method 5, despite being a very deep network, did not provide 

some of the best results. During manual verification, we 

observed that there are some images with specific content, 

which are mostly predicted wrongly. It suggests that network 

can be fine-tuned on those images for further accuracy gain. In 

case of SIFT+Edge_SIFT based pipeline [33,34], The best 

results, i.e. 80.54% (σ=2.25) for frames and 80.22% (σ=3.00) 

for videos are obtained with a radius parameter different than 

the suggested in the literature, i.e. σ=4.00. 

3.6 Comparative Evaluation on Pornography-2k Dataset 

During evaluation of the five methods (Section 3.2), we 

adopted the experimental protocol applied by [21,26] which 

carry out a 5×2-fold cross-validation by randomly splitting the 

dataset five times into two folds, balanced by class. The 

obtained results are shown in Table 3 and method 4 (i.e. fine- 

tuned ShallowCNN) outperforms the others. But, it does not 

provide an accuracy as good as the one reported in [21,26]. We 

believe that the lower performance is due to the very shallow 

architecture adopted in ShallowCNN. However, when this 

network is fine-tuned on pornography-2k images (i.e. on 

frames extracted from training set videos), there is an 

improvement of almost 10% in accuracy, which is quite 

significant. It should also be noted that the approach of Perez 

et al. [26] used visual information along with motion 

information using two different CNN networks and they also 

used a deeper network; GoogLeNet architecture, which is first 

pre-trained on ImageNet and fine-tuned on the Pornographic-   

 
Figure 1: MAP-frames (left) and Accuracy-videos (right) for 

Fidalgo et al. [33,34] with different compass radii parameters. 

Table 1: Porn Detection Results from Literature 

Table 2: Results on NPDI Pornography-800 database  

2k dataset. The methods based on skin color features (i.e.  

method 1,2) and image descriptor based (i.e. method 3) did not 

perform well, compared to deep learning methods, however, 

they reported accuracies very close to other similar methods; 

Snitch Plus [26], MediaDetective [26] or NuDetective [26] 

among others. The accuracy of Open NSFW, is comparatively 

lower than state-of-the-art [26] on this dataset. 

Approach 
Dataset (Number of Images) Accu. 

(%) Training Set Testing Set 

Fleck et al. [2] No training 1401NS+S 52.2 

Ulges et al. [27] No training 1500NS+1500S 81.0 

Lopes et al. [8] No training 180NS 84.6 

Rigan Ap-apid [3] 264NS+300S 421NS+635S 94.32 

Rowley et al. [4] 812NS+16488S 1331NS+50629S ~80.0 

Deselaers et al. [7] 1360NS+5440S 340NS+1360S ~97.0 

Yan et al. [12] 10000NS+40000S 10000NS+30000S ~87.0 

Basilio et al [6] 1000NS+ 10039S 1000NS+10000S 94.32 

Zuo et al. [5] 3784NS+ 9865S 11809NS+ 14342S 96.5 

Wang et al. [24] 33000NS+ 100000S 117000NS+117000S 98.41 

[ S- Safe image, NS- Not Safe Image] 

Approach MAP (frames) Accu.(videos) 

HueSIFT+BoW +SVM [9] 91.0 ± 1 83 ± 3 

HueSIFT+BOSSA+SVM [9] 95.0 ± 1 87 ± 2 

HueSIFT+BossaNova+SVM [11] 96.4 ± 1 89.5 ± 1 

BinBoost16+ BoW+SVM [20] NA 86.7 ± 3 

FREAK+BossaNova+SVM [13] NA 86.9 ± 3 

BRIEF+BossaNova VD+SVM [15] NA 89.0 ± 1 

ORB+BossaNova VD+SVM [15] NA 89.0 ± 1 

BRISK+BossaNova VD+SVM [15] NA 89.3 ± 1 

FREAK+BossaNova VD+SVM [15] NA 89.7 ± 2 

BinBoost16+BossaNova VD+SVM [15] NA 90.9 ± 1 

STIP+BoW+SVM [19] NA 89.6 ± NA 

HueSTIP+BoW+SVM [19] NA 90.0 ± NA 

ColorSTIP+BoW+SVM [19] NA 91.0 ± NA 

BRIEF+BoW-VD+SVM [20] NA 87.2 ± 2 

ORB+ BoW-VD +SVM [20] NA 88.0 ± 2 

BRISK+ BoW-VD +SVM [20] NA 87.0 ± 3 

FREAK+ BoW-VD +SVM [20] NA 86.4 ± 3 

BinBoost16+ BoW-VD +SVM [20] NA 92.4 ± 2 

BinBoost16+ BNVD+SVM [20] NA 92.0 ± 1 

TRoF+BoW+SVM [21] NA 95.0 ± 1.3 

Perez et al. [26] NA 97.9 ± 0.7 

AGbNet [25] NA 94.1±2 

SD-MIL [24] NA 97.5± NA 

SIFT+EdgeSIFT+ BoW +SVM 80.54±3.6 80.22±1.8 

Method1: Skin Detection 77.18±1.2 71.83±2.8 

Method2: NudityDetection 66.99±2.4 60.47± 4 

Method3: HSVColor-SIFT 72.87±2.1 65.94±3.8 

Method4: ShallowCNN 78.96±1.9 72.44±2.5 

Method4: ShallowCNN-finetuned 96.23±1.1 91.03±1.6 

Method5: Open NSFW 89.05±2.4 83.52±1.8 



3.7 Evaluation on CSA Dataset  

In this section, we present accuracies for the five methods 

explained in Section 3.2, assessed on RealCSA. The CSA 

images in this dataset contain many types of variations such as 

indoor, outdoor, studio images etc., what shows that CSA 

offenses can occur at home, in commercial establishments and 

any other places. The results of our experiments are shown in 

Table 4. The error rates are relatively consistent compared with 

the results in Table-2 and Table-3 for five methods. Our results 

show that deep learning based methods can distinguish CSA 

images with an accuracy of almost 88%, such as Open NSFW 

obtaining 87.56%. It is also important to note that method 4 

and 5 are trained on adult pornographic images. During the 

visual inspection of the images, we observed that methods fail 

in case of challenging images such as sexual activity in clothes, 

juveniles are not clearly visible or children are taking a bath.  

 This analysis also indicates that we can get good accuracy 

in CSA detection using recent approaches. However, all the 

methods still have some false alarms. Hence, any practical 

application of automatic CSA detection by some agency should 

be fine-tuned properly and should be followed by manual 

verification of the detected images as CSA, especially, if it 

involves arrest of some person. 

3.8 Analysis of Time Complexity 

The average running time of various methods is reported in 

Table 4. The ShallowCNN (i.e. method4), undoubtedly runs 

faster than all other methods and takes around 10 milliseconds 

to process an image. Its processing time is quite low and 

validates the practicality of deep learning methods for 

processing of large-scale dataset. Also, it can be further 

improved by using GPU devices. For CSA detection, the time 

constraint becomes a big challenge to forensic examiners, as 

they have to find evidence from seized material in very limited 

time span, otherwise, they have to miss the opportunity to arrest 

the suspect immediately.  

4 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this study, first, we provided a review of some well-known 

approaches for pornography and CSA detection along with 

presenting their categorization. The review indicates that as 

time and technology progressed, more robust and effective 

computer vision algorithms have been explored for offensive 

content detection to apprehend offenders. Further, through the 

review and empirical study conducted by us, it is found that the 

deep learning based methods report state-of-the-art accuracies 

and significantly outperform all other methods based on skin 

detection models or image descriptor based pipelines for 

pornography and CSA detection both. The results obtained are 

quite impressive and for porn image and video classification 

both, the best average accuracies reported are around 96.5%. 

For CSA detection the best accuracy is around 87.56% without 

performing any fine-tuning. A key finding is that, in the 

absence of labeled CSA material to train CSA specific deep 

models, the networks trained on pornography data can also be 

utilized for CSA detection and they can perform better than the 

traditional methods. Another finding is that, the deep learning  

Table 3: Results on NPDI Pornography-2k dataset  

Table 4: Results on our RealCSA dataset  

approaches, apart from reporting better accuracies, also have 

very low processing time which can be further improved by 

using GPU devices. This makes them the most suitable 

candidates for practical solutions in which low time complexity 

is highly crucial. Considering the overwhelming growth in a 

very short span of time in pornography detection domain due 

to recent deep learning methods, law and enforcement agencies 

are advised to keep on updating their technology with time, to 

keep themselves one step ahead of offenders.  

 However, some of the challenges in pornography and CSA 

detection have not been addressed yet, and to confront some of 

the issues, as future work, we consider that collecting large 

pornographic images and videos data is not a big challenge. 

Hence, training more deep/complex networks on a large 

dataset will probably make the current state-of-the-art to 

advance. Finally, an interesting future direction is to evaluate 

different other deep learning approaches such as- Recurrent 

Neural Network (RNN) for pornography and CSA detection. 
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